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      Free hosting for free people.

      TuxFamily is a non-profit organization that provides free services for projects and contents
      dealing with the free software philosophy.

      Read more
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    Main services unavailable

    Posted on Thursday  4 April 2024, at 19:36 UTC

    Our main services have been down since 2024-04-02 14:29 UTC because our filer server is experiencing troubles.
We are currently waiting for someone on-site who would be willing to press the power button of the affected machine.

As usual, e-mails are not lost: they are being collected by our MX2 service and will be released when our main services are up and running again.


  

  
    Main services unavailable

    Posted on Monday  9 October 2023, at 12:23 UTC

    Following air conditioning troubles in our main datacentre, our main services are down. We are currently working on restoring them. Please bear with us.

Update on 2023-10-10 16:20 UTC: everything is back online.

Update on 2023-10-11 12:40 UTC: our filer is experiencing extra troubles. Consequently, most of our main services are down again.


Update on 2023-10-18 21:00 UTC: as you certainly noticed, our main services have been down for an entire week.

Let's start with some bad news:

	Our main services are still down as this update is being written.
	We are facing human issues with our patron, specifically with the company that provides most of TuxFamily's servers with housing, power and connectivity. Essentially, we are still waiting for them to press the power button of the affected machine.


As to good news:

	Data (websites, databases, Git repositories, etc.) are not lost.
	E-mails are not lost either: they are being collected by our MX2 service and will be released when our main services are up and running again.



Update on 2023-10-19 14:30 UTC: our main services are up and running again. We can only apologize for such a tremendous downtime.
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